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FROM THE EDITOR
WELL WHERE DID that month go? I swear it is like January never even
happened it went so fast. And right now, if I'm totally honest with you, going
into this month it seems the world is in full throttle anger mode. I have seen so
many recent examples of people acting from a place of serious insecurity and
fear, it is really sad. It's left me wondering, where has our human spirit for
compassion and love gone?
Just last week Lady Gaga was body shamed for her supposed "flabby tummy"
during her performance at the Super Bowl. Miranda Devine has written an article
for The Daily Telegraph titled "Don't let your career make you a bad mother".
And so the list goes on.
What just blows my mind is why people think that these comments are
necessary. Is shaming Lady Gaga's body image going to do anything
constructive? To the contrary it is going to add even more pressure to young
girls who look up to her as a role model. Did anyone stop to think what those
comments will do to a young girls mindset? Particularly keeping in mind their
already cruel views on their own body image....
And is piling more guilt and stress on mother's going to help them, as if they
don't have enough on their plates to deal with? Now don't get me wrong, I am all
for constructive feedback and thought provoking conversations but these types
of conversations are just plain wrong. What ever happened to the wise advice
our parents gave us...... "if you don't have anything nice to say don't say
anything at all?"
Well this month at the G&G Collective we are here to tell you it can be
different. We can be the examples of compassion and love that the world needs
more of. So this month we are jam packed with articles of love and self-care.
Guaranteed to get your love bug firing for the one and only most important
person in your life, YOU!
Happy reading and spreading the love.
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Suz x

Suzanne Williams
Career, Leadership & Lifestyle Coach

Are you tired of life
being so 'busy'?
Let us help you
to eliminate the
noise, find space,
grow yourself
and most
importantly....
prioritise YOU!

BOOK AT www.graceandgrind.com.au
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ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE.....
YOUR LOVE!
How to be your number
one and love yourself!

Well pardon my french, but that

When I started my business last year

is BULLSH*T!

a few months in I sent an email out
to my subscribers, using a new

Reality check guys...
Who is there when you are born into

software program. It was a complete
stuff up! The email I had put

this world? Who is there when you

We are human beings. Contrary to

together completely reverted to a

leave this world? Who is there in the

popular belief we don’t come inbuilt

template version and half of my

good times of your life? And who is

with an instruction manual on life

content wasn’t even in the email. At

there in the bad times in your life?

with all the decisions to make our

first, I was mortified, my little inner

You.

lives seemingly “perfect”. We all

bitch (let’s call her Regina from

make mistakes and a mistake

Mean Girls) said things like “you

You are the one and only consistent

doesn’t mean you’re a failure. I can

idiot, how did you let that happen,

factor the entire way through your

honestly say it took me a long time

how unprofessional does that look?”

life. So why is it that when we are

to realise this, but when I did and I

always there for ourselves, that we

became kinder to myself and began

However, I quickly caught myself

look to fulfil our lives through other

loving the real me warts and all, it

and booted Regina out of my head

people and things? And why is it

was amazing just how much more

saying to myself “hang on there, you

that although we are the one and

calm this made my life.

are only human, it was a mistake

only in our life we can treat

and it could happen to anyone.” And

ourselves the absolute worst?

in reality, there was absolutely

Contrary to popular
“I didn’t get the degree or job I

belief we don’t come

thought I would”, “I’m not married”
“I need to lose 10 kilos”, “I don’t
speak up for myself”, “I can’t run
fast enough”,” I haven’t bought a
house”, “I stuffed up that business

ourselves for all the things we don’t
have and don’t do. And we say to

inbuilt with an
instruction manual on
life, with all the

will deserve love and kindness
towards ourselves.

beating myself up really do?
Nothing! But I did do something, I
decided not to use that software
again and to stick with the program I
had been using to date.

decisions to make our
lives seemingly “perfect”

ourselves that when we get those
things that we will be happy and we

email was gone and many people
had opened it, so what good did

proposal” and so the list goes on.
We are so hell bent on crucifying

nothing I could do to change it, the

Let me give you an example of
how this plays out.

Most people think that in my role as
a Career Coach I am working with
clients on their resumes, finding the
right career pathway and ultimately
finding them the right job. And yes,
this is definitely a part of it, but let
me tell you, this is only the tip of the
iceberg. Every single person I work
with has inner work to do in one
way, shape or another. And the most
common inner work that is needed is
people committing to themselves,
loving themselves and realising that
they are important.

My advice on Valentine’s Day,
don’t look for someone to make you
whole or right. You need you to
make yourself whole. Be kind and
loving to yourself. This will not only
change how you treat yourself, but it
will change how you see others
around you and opportunities in life.
You too can be calmer, more
emotionally intelligent and
understanding of yours and other
peoples struggles and challenges to
love themselves too.

So this Valentine’s
day commit to the
one true real love in
your life…..you!
G & G COLLECTIVE |
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TURN ME ON!

How to turn those 4 amazing brain chemicals on.
Proven strategies from scientific research to feel the love and happiness!

There are 4 key chemicals within our brains that regulate our levels of happiness, self-esteem and ultimately
the love we feel towards ourselves and others. So, the big question is how do we activate these guys without
the need for that loving partner that showers us with roses, romantic date nights and long walks on the
beach? Uggh, long walks on the beach, so much sand and sweat – not my cup of tea, but hey it works for
some!
So, let’s have a closer look at how to trigger these chemicals:
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dopamine
Dopamine is our motivation seeking chemical.
Typically, it is released when we achieve a goal
we have been working towards or from physical
activity and meditation. A great way to trigger
dopamine is to set yourself small manageable
goals in your life (whether they be health, career,
life or love related). The key here is to celebrate
these goals as you achieve them!

serotonin

endorphins

Serotonin is the self-worth chemical. We see serotonin

Endorphins…. the amazing brain chemical that

levels rise in our brains when we feel that sense of

alleviates pain and reduces stress and anxiety. We’ve

importance and belonging in our lives. Ironically, we

all heard of it and generally as we have all exercised in

don’t have to feel important in the moment to release

some form and felt that “high” that comes after a

serotonin, we can also trick our brains into releasing

workout from our endorphins. Physical exercise and

serotonin when we recall times we have felt important

laughter are the two best ways to get that endorphin

or valued. This is why daily gratitude practices are so

surge in your body. So, for something different why

important. Take time each day to reflect on the

not check out a comedy show in your local community

achievements you have had in your life and be thankful

this month?!

for what you have.

oxytocin
Oxytocin is referred to as the “love hormone”. Most
commonly large amounts of oxytocin are released
during sexual intimacy. But this little love bug doesn’t
have to just come down to sex. It can be released with
the act of touching and could be in the form of a
relaxation massage or just with the simple act of a hug.
So, this Valentine’s day book yourself in at your local
spa for a massage or better yet hug your bestie and get
that love hormone flowing!

" Lets not be so in LOVE
with the idea of
being in LOVE
and being LOVED that
we forget to honour and
LOVE ourselves
True love would never ask us to
sacrifice who we are

"

Katia Loisel
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G&G gals who rock
A showcase of amazing women to inspire you to make changes in your own career & lifestyle

and most recently qualifications as a

(we don’t really get the chance to do

Life Coach.

this as often as we’d like with little
kids), yoga for some alone time,

After many years of believing she was

quality time with friends to fill my

going to follow the pathway of

emotional cup and days of adventure

becoming a high flying corporate

with my kids, both at home on our

lawyer Kate chose to leave this

block and anywhere outside. Any

world….. before it even really began

opportunity to dance is also

This month the G & G Collective is

for her. We sat down with Kate to find

welcome!

all about loving yourself and

out about how and why this intelligent

highlighting the wonderful things

and high achieving gal chose to leave

that life can offer you when you truly

the promise of what society calls “a

and honestly give 100% to you. With

great job” to pursue a life of rest and

that in mind we have interviewed a

renewal.

truly inspiring woman that is the
epitome of self-love and care.

Tell us what led you to become a
Lawyer?
I realised I wanted to study law and
become a lawyer when I was

So firstly, tell us who is Kate
Cashman?

traveling around Australia and met
lawyers who worked for the

This month we are featuring the

Well I’m a mixture of a lot of roles

Northern Australian Aboriginal

amazing Kate Cashman from ‘The

and a lot of loves… first and foremost

Justice Agency (NAAJA). They

Breath Between’, a woman that I

I’m 32 years old, I’m an extrovert

were lawyers who were fighting for

would say is the essence of calm.

(ENFJ on the Myers-Briggs scale)

something that I really believed it

Her presence is like the refreshing

who talks to anyone and I’m a wife to

and along with international law and

waves of the ocean, the tranquil

Ben, mother to Spencer (4) and

its ability to protect those who are

sounds of nature and the divine

Poppy (18 months). I live in the bush

also vulnerable in times of war and

sensation of floating on a cloud.

in the Coal River Valley wine region,

conflict, I really saw being a lawyer

20 minutes outside of Hobart,

as giving me the ability to help do

Kate has some magnificent

Tasmania and I am a life-long learner

those things too.

credentials to her name including

and world traveller.

university qualifications in Law,
Human Resources and Business

What do you do for fun?

Management, a PhD specialising in
forensic criminology and evidence

I regularly check in with what brings

law, years of academic research

me joy – and that has changed

tutoring and lecturing in

somewhat over the years.... For fun I

criminology

love to scuba dive with my husband
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At the age of 25 you made a big
decision to leave the idea of being
a lawyer behind. What was going
through your mind at this time?
I was 25 when I came back from
Africa and was about to move into
corporate law. It was at this point that

In particular, I make these decisions
in front of my children to show them

anxious all of the time.

I want my

friends as much as I would like.

I think I had the realisation that
corporate law just wasn’t for me so I
resigned. Not long after I was offered
a great scholarship to study my PhD in
law and forensic studies at the
University of Tasmania. I loved the
research and teaching but again at age

I feel a lot more balanced, like those

children and others to have

aspects of my personality that are

permission to do the same thing and

most important to me, or that most

to show them it is possible, and you

define me are now finally all being

never know who is watching you.

given the chance to shine, be
explored and be satisfied in the most

long hours, in air conditioning, 37

office and not seeing my family and

How do you feel in your career
now?

that it’s not okay to be stressed and

I realised I didn’t want to be working

levels above the ground in a corporate

"Anyone who does
judge you isn’t likely
to be someone
whose opinion you
value highly
anyway...."

enjoyable way. I finally realised that
I had the power to choose what I
wanted to be doing every day and
when that wasn’t the same thing for
the whole time, I just made sure
I was doing more than one thing to
explore more than one side of who I
am.

# instagram - check Kate out

30 I realised that it wasn’t the ONLY
thing that I wanted to be doing
because I knew that there were parts
of my personality that just weren’t
being satisfied by that work, or by
what I was doing outside of work.

I was so conscious of judgment from
other professionals in the beginning but I realised that by shaking things
up a bit, becoming a coach and just
doing casual law lecturing – I was
showing them that it’s also possible

When you have this type of realisation
– you know it’s time to change or add
in something new.

What is the driving force for you
in being true to yourself and
following this career path?

to make very different decisions for
your life’s direction and that they can
too. Anyone who does judge you
isn’t likely to be someone whose
opinion you value highly anyway,
and it’s your life. You have to live it
doing the things that you love.

I strongly believe in setting an

9

thebreathbetween

example and role modelling the
behaviours that I believe in.
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What advice would you give to
other women who are working in a
professional or corporate role that
is not fulfilling them?

others might do (or expect) and what
you have always done and it CAN

And finally, which one best
describes you - Grace or Grind?

work! The other thing would be that
it’s perfectly ok to do more than one
thing at once (provided there is lots of

If you are working in a role that is not

rest and renewal built in there!) and

fulfilling you, you have three options

it’s never too late to change course or

in my opinion.

try something new.
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I’m definitely more of a grind
girl!

1 You can work/study/move into
another area completely i.e. full time
and switch your career.
2 You can try and manage part time
work in the area that isn’t as fulfilling
for you and find work that is more
fulfilling in a part time capacity (can
be difficult, but not impossible,
especially if you want to start your
own business).
3 The third option, if you don’t feel
you are in a position to leave your job
at any given point in time, or if other
things depend on that, is to find ways
to feel fulfilled outside of work.

That’s one of the things I often help
my clients with – feeling renewed by
their life outside of work, so that they
can also have passion and purpose in
those things they do in their home or
non-work time.

What’s your biggest lesson in your
career to date?
My biggest lesson to date would be
that you CAN do things differently to
what you’ve always known and what
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What's in store
next month?

The golden triangle of
happiess
3 part series

